


THE NEW

NANOSECOND CULTURE

Tt' ,. ironic that in a culture so committed to saving time we

I;;it;;;;""slt deprived of the very thing we value' rhe

modern world of streamlined transportation' instantaneous com-

munication, and time-saving technologies was supposed to free

us from the dictates of the lloct and provide us with increased

Ieisure. Instead there seems never to be enough time' What time

we do have is chopped up into tiny segments' each filled in with

prior commitments and plans' Our tomorrows are spoken for'

booked up in advan""' W" rarely have a moment to spare' Tan-

gential or discretionary time, once a mainstay' an amenity of life'

is now a luxury.
Despite our alleged efficiency' as compared to almost every

other period in history, we seem to have less time for ourselves

*a ftt less time for each other' Even the idea of savoring an

experience has become an anachronism in a world where "being"

i, i"r, i.p-tant than "becoming" and where expedience is a

substitute for ParticiPation'-Cf"-fV 
we have had to pay a heavy price for our efficient

society. We have quickened the pace 
"f T: *lt :" Y::T^:;:

;;i#, We have b""o*" more organized but les::L:l?::::.:
i*"*t'i. *"';;;' pt"p""J to act on 

":.11:l:"t-|\;il ;';;"; ;;;;;ffi a,"n""' on the Past we.have t::l:l
io* ro.*rr""t and make things at a faster pace but only end up
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exploiting and devaluing each other's:tI" "t 
the workplace in

order to increase n'"lt?""" ouo'u'' Th" efficient society has

increased ol" t"n"*JJ "'"u'"t" 
comforts but forced us to be-

come more a"'""n"a' 'Jr-"it"Jed' 
and manipulative in relation

'" itliT"roe, especially of the,western world' to produce and

consume u, " 
r'*'ijTlJ#r1ii" ",lOetion 

of our natural

endowment "''a 
tn" ioU"io" of our biosnhere' Nature's own

production "''a '""V"fi"g 't'ytt'*t 
tt"u" b""'' so utterly taxed by

the twin dictates or "-""o*it 
efficiency and speed that the plan-

etary ecosyst"*' "tu-"o 
fottg"t capable of renewing resources as

fast as they are b"i;;;;il"d' o' t""y"Iing waste as fast as we

utTil$*L, 
tell the grim story-of l civitizltion hell-bent on saving

dme on the one t'"'iJ*nif" LLminating the future on the other'

Most of us have dismissed the warnings of doomsdayers because

of an inhere"t op"*O* or unwillingness to change our profligate

ways. None'r'"t"t'"itt" pt"rti"t"""" of nuclear bombs' the mass

extincdon of plant ""a'""i*A 
species' poisoned *i:1:j:::"U

air, and eroded t""a t"w" as a constan'"'d d"ttg"rous reminder

of the toll that h"t;;;;;;J mtn the future in the name of

."Tl' 
ilt'::ffi l or,n od "," 

ri{e h as 
" :l:llT1.,::" i""itill,'i;,-'

have come to feel increasingly out of t:uch with the biological

rhythms of the planet' unable to experience a close connection

with the ,'"tu'A ""uiio"'*"t' 
The human time world is no longer

joined ,o,t'" i""o*il;;;;;;*"*s^'-l"t' the rising and setting

sun, and th" "h";;;L"tott' 
rnsteia' humanity has created

an artificial tit" """uiionment 
punctuated by mechanical con-

trivances *"a "f"Jtti" 
l*p"t*'t 1 

time plane that is quanti-

*"", i"t'-paced' efficient' and predictable'

The modem "g" 
t'*t i""" characterized by a Promethean spirit'

a restless """'*it'* *"y' o" speed records and shortcuts' un-

mindful of the n"t;;;J"g orin" futute' existing only for the

moment ",'a 
tn"'qtii'ft n* Tft" earthly rhythms that character-
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compared to the introduction of the steam engine' The steam

engine replaced "t"t"i" 
po*er with an inanimate form of energy'

grving rise to i"a"tt'iA production' In a like vein' it is argued

that the computer ";i;-;"ts 
the human mind with the aid

of an artificial inteUigence' giving :t",'o 
what futurists call the

oostindustriat or infolril"rai "g". 
In the rush to extol the eco-

:#;";;; ;f il^;"* ""*"p"ter 
technologv' futurists have

failed to recognize "-d""p"'' 
more important purpose embedded

into the operating p;"'pi"; of humanity's 1e:vest 11'*1lll
;;;""; of tfre "o^pt""' 

lies wellbeyond the vast extensron

of material benefits i#;it; to produce' Underneath all of the

material projections rurks a new temporal proiection, and it is

here in this temporJ;;"h that the long-term impact of the

""-p"r"t 
will be most acutely felt by civilization'

In just two decades' the computer has invaded every as-

pect of our culture-""i o""tfott*d our way of life' It is esti-

mated that by 1990, nearly 50 percent of all American workets

will be using electronic terminal equipment. In addition, some

thirty-eight ,"'ttio"-i"*inal-based work stations will be on-

line in offices, t'"ton"tl ""J 
schools' Nearly thirry-four mrllion

households are expected to have home computers by the next de-

cade, while another ,"ugn rnillion portable terminals will be in

use.r Computers are fast becoming stanles' finding their way

into every "o""*Ut" 
nook and "'"""y 

of modem H: llt
are changing tn" Jafw" *o't' play' communicate' and social-

ize. They ar" 
"h"ngi"g 

our 
-environment 

and our relationship

to it. And *",' ;;;;t-; thev are changing our relationship

to trme,
+ilJ'""-n"ter introduces a n€w time perspe:::,,i:: H:

- iT#;il;'"iit'" i"*re' we T" 'o, i':9:"^:y::":fl:
ilr"*"J,:"i:il";*IF"i"**"a'-:i::*:f "'Hiy"Th"J
:l"T;,X'#'J;J;d;;"ii"'-91'131;*::.Xj';:'iliadopung alr e'ursrr 

;':";;;;;rsn. or even to imagine, the full

"rn"rg"tt, 
state it is difficult T 

grlp'jll:vl,^^u 
,^ nnynn,rter. an#;:ffi "Jti; i" 

*" reckoning 1T.**':"::T:#T#'Jnilil"";';;'Jt.i.g"or'ini features of this new time-
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piece provides a clue to the changes in time consciousness that

lie ahead.
To begin with, the clock measures time in relationship to hu-

man perceptibility. It is possible to experience an hour, a min-

ute, a second, even a tenth of a second. The computer, however'

works in a time frame in which the nanosecond is the primary

temporal measurement. The nanosecond is a billionth of a

second, and though it is possible to conceive theoretically of a

nanosecond, and even to manipulate time at that speed of dur-

ation, it is not possible to experience it. This marks a radical

tuming point in the way human beings relate to time' Never be-

fore has time been organized at a speed beyond the realm of con-

sciousness.

The author Tracy Kidder describes how one computer engineer

relates to nanoseconds:

I feel very comfortable talking in nanoseconds' I sit at one of

these analyzers and nanoseconds are wide. I mean you can

see them go by. Jesus, I say, that signal takes twelve nano-

seconds to get from there to there. Those are real big things

to me when I'm building a computer. Yet' when I think about

it, how much longer it takes to snap your fingers, I've lost

track of what a nanosecond really means. (The snap of a finger
is equivalent to the passage of 500 million nanoseconds')'

As we move into fifth- and sixth-generation computers, this

new concept of time will pose a variety of problems. Computers

of the twenty-first century are likely to be able to make decisions

on a wide range of activities in nanosecond time' When many of

the decision-making activities of society take place below the

threshold of human consciousness, social time, as measured by

the clock, becomes irrelevant. The events being processed in the

computer world exist in a time realm that we will never be able

to experience. The new "computime" represents the final ab-

straction of time and its complete separation from human ex-

perience and the rhythms of nature.
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M anv peopre *': :iffil"fi: ffi { l#J; LH:"},Xil:il'i,l:of computime anl 
* ;;;;ewed lltu intensification were

ciologist Sherry ::;,r*" ,rrg"r,.y and intentl*""t::'":;
i;;r; that the *T: 

;: ."*n*"* ieatures of the computer

often cited bY usert

programmed eame,s

";*mffir:ffi 
:ilililTii$,ffi:tf;#illTh'il

r*, ;im1 $ 1f 
q;rtrffii*" r# ;;Li 

":il:T 

''i:
r,,rurklepoints",X';iiilu";i;'u"u[:J;il."ri#,"1#"?"",

il:::H':l;"tJ:3Ti:;"""n"rv' '" :1" eremenrs, in computer

H;;;;";*.:ff :i:,",lliit""ifl"r: jl*llt j'_,ff 
i:";

ilffiii:Hil,fi"-;;;;ta 
rgmarfifrr 

or the computer ir you

kle, You have to ptav to ":n":T'-t:?i"'1ffi;;'goa t" *o"
are to be successful at the garne'" ';. ;;; aspiring video

computer garnes is to secure more tlir:c',f,e' 
g-"*" itt"t goes on

-#:'* 1'TTili$:,T*T!"91H';;4, a,esou'rce' and

forever'G Time' u:

;'l;i*;?:::"TJ.-ri:.,:'."n:iill[::;';,"i."#']Til
.r"i'r.,t*" ""i 

their own subjectt:,'.tH 
";;;" 

experience for

into the time world of the tT" ltj:#ffi;;, oitt'" console

ilJ*'"" junkies to spend h*::':1;;";;;-* 
clock time' Ac-

without any sense whatsoever "1 
t:.:tffXhi"t 

"i 
n""hologists

h:llHf"? il: "'ilt 
ff:i#pth i**r *: H

computer worKers *"":T.o]: :,o*o'
are a maior source of friction" '^ 

suffer from the constant jolt

Long-term computer ut"tt-::t:l-ililr. 
,q, trr"v become more

u"iu'"?la forth between two "T: iffi";ff;;'thev become

enmeshed in the nert' time ""11t^:H;'"td;;;. and standards

Iess and less able to readjust to the t'
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of the traditional clock culture. They become victims of a new

form of temporal schizophrenia, caught between two distinctly

different temporal orientations.
Psychologists and sociologists have begun to study the ef-

fects of the new computer time conception on both individual
personalities and the society at large. Their findings, though

still preliminary, suggest that the battle over changing time ori-

entations may well become a central social concern of the next

century.
In his recent book, appropriately entitled Silicon Shoch, infot-

mation specialist Geoff simons draws an interesting analogy that

captures the awesome speed of computer time:

Imagine. . . two computers conversing with each other over

a period. They are then asked by a human being what they

are talking about, and in the time he takes to pose the question,

the two computers have exchanged more words than the sum

total of all the words exchanged by human beings since Homo

sapiens first appeared on earth 2 or 3 million years ago'8

According to Craig Brod and other psychologists, many people

have so accommodated themselves to the new sped-up time frame

of the computer that they have become impatient with the slower

durations they must contend with in the everyday clock culture.

In clinical case studies, psychologists have observed that com-

puter compulsives are much more intolerant of behavior that is

at all ambiguous, digressive, or tangential. In their interaction

with spouses, family, and acquaintances, they are often terse,

prefening simple yes-no responses. They are impatient with open-

ended conversations and are uncomfoltable with individuals who

are reflective or meditative. computer compulsives demand brev-

ity and view social discourse in instrumental terms, interacting
with otherc only as a means of collecting and exchanging useful

i information. Above all, they put a high premium on efficient

l. .0.*unication. For that reason, says Brod, "They prefer to com-

I mrnic"te with people who are 'system literate' so as to transfer

III
I
ITr
I.

.17
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information quickly' People who talk too slowly or in general

[fr*lr'";*,r,:::-;fr G::T:*#,ft 'Jffi:::lT*:
oo'i""i,'.".;':nlill"trii:'*"!l'jff::i:",il:t*'",n:

':m:**ium:: tn::*."j::';:;"""* *::::,
.oe"duP on the intt

,o,"",,.rherormer;ffi 
il;q"::H:lffi ::-Ttilf"i['#i*

i"'." nJiing and imprecise' that it ottent;:il;;tocessed in

needed information f'o* "rrtto*"tt 
tn1r" 

badgered to be bnef

;;;;' uv ft." :"f;1ffi#;::1T;.1."," ""i,ni"" 
the trans-

and exact so that tn" t",t"::::,;,^,,.r, 
bv the computer'

action can be processed expeditiouslt^:H; *"i'p*"s- when

compurcr compulsives do not "* -tl-'"-jffi-encroactment
,n"ln"lr'": 

; it'terf acin g" with the ""*l:l"i .;; t a"sformed tim"

il;;;;t io u'""tt tl-'-"i' tottt "t"t"tiot' 1Jif 
. 

",n"t" *u themselves

il##T':il;;"HiJil"'lfi"ililm::"x:i"ffi:
side world is tryini to drag them back u:#;ilts. 

These.time

and its traditioni schedules "f 
*'*Y-::'rJ; 

i'uu"f fo**d'into
;;;;"",.1"":T^"-T#;;',YH'f ',I":;";;;-t;ethemback
the new time tel

t"a;; conventional dme frame' 
-^sist the clock culture that

Ar work, computer compulsives t::l::;.;;;; *" uncom-

reliesheavil'"J;:'"t;;;""u'""t'"',i5"';t[l"]"T""t["""t
fortable with extended interpers:"1ti:ffi 1; i"""'"t" code and

*;#*xil;T:,ilTil"L*1:i-*{ o'*"--"' i: i :"i 
*

sort w are 
" "*o 

J;': ; ffii ; " 
n:*ii*"{* X'-iliilili;

t*g *ur, other workers to be T "l-:ofun. his feeling-by means

:l ljmjm"$ T,':lli i dt"j::ilf;il: i: u,rru:
-*g' atjou'te making love' You

"p'I"6'"tt r:ff^'ant from clock dme in still another

ComPuter time is different frorr
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important respect. The anthropology of time is rich and varied,
but in every culture we know of, the temporal ordering of human
relationships has always centered on face-to-face interaction. It
is true, of course, that over the past four thousand years the
human family has developed an increasingly sophisticated array
of tools to facilitate communication from a distance. Script, prini,
and telecommunications have lessened the need for face-to-face
interaction. Each of these great revolutions in communications
has radically altered our sense of time. yet in every culture up
to now the temporal order has been established primarily around
face-to-face interaction, with other forms of communications ex-
isting as extensions of that interaction. Now computer technology
threatens to change those priorities by incorporating communi_
cation and time ordering in one device.

The computer is a form of communication like script, print,
and the telephone, but it is also a time tool, like the clock on
the wall. As a form of communication, it allows people to en-
gage in a wide range of day-to-day activity without ever coming
into intimate contact. with teleconferencing, electronic mail,
and office, home, and mobile terminals, there is less need of
face-to-face interaction to order the sequence, duration, rhythm,
and tempo of modern life. As a timepiece, the computer also
establishes a new set of accelerated temporal demands on hu_
man behavior. By asserting greater control over the flow of
communications between people, and by vastly speeding up the
temporal dimensions of that flow, the computer is able to
replace face-to-face interactions. In the society of the future, peo_
ple will increasingly communicate with each other and ordei the
various time dimensions of social and economic life ,,through"
the computer.

Already, the sense of isolation wrought by the introduction of
the computer is being felt. As people rely on the computer as
both a form of communication and a time frame through which
they relate to their fellow human beings, they are finding it more
and more diffrcult to slip back into face-to-face interchange. psy_
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chologists warn that people are losing 
-the 

traditional temporal

skills that t uu" 
"uo*JJ 

iit"* 
'o 

relate to each other intimately'

The ability to intuit the proper sequences of behavior' knowing

how long things 
'ttottta 

tlt"' being able to align one's own rhythm

to that of the group' ;;ffi;"*'i" to 
'v""ttionize 

individual and

group behavior have 1"""*"itfncult and strained' Psychologists

report that comput"'-"o"'pttl'ive pati:nts feel awkward around

people. It is as if they n""" f"tt the ability to adjust their behavior

to others. Suctt p"oplel;;;";"*e molded to the temporal di-

mension or tn" 
"orrrp,li", 

*otra; they relate to their fellow human
^U"t"gt 

UV and through their new tool'

The comput"' """iC't'"s recently become afamiliar archetype

in the popular ""tt"L'^""-i' 
po*"y"d as an individual who

speaks too fast' interrupts others':o"u,"ltft in short' choppy sen-

tences, uses non ."l.ri .rr., and is out of sync with his physical

surroundingr. g"t'iiJ ir'i'' p-oay of the compulsive computer

savant lies the problem of the new time consciousness' The com-

puter nerd tt"' i"t"J'"t"a itt" tim3 frame of the computer world

so thoroughly into f,t' pty"tt" and personality that he is unable

to interact "rc"tiu"iy 
i'iif' 

'r'" 
sequential behavior' durational

norrns, rhythms, '"ftla"i"'' 
and coordination patterns of the still-

dominant clock culture'

Craig Brod giu"t 
"t' """ount 

of the behavior of a top computer

expert at a West C*'t ""iu"rsity' 
whom he calls Dr' McCarthy'

who commo"ly "";;;"t 
in abruft exchanges with colleagues:

One researcher ended a sentence and turned to hear Mc-

carthy's ,"tno"'J' iiti rt'r"c-irtv had disappeared' Two days

later'the'","*"-t'**asstandingnearthesamespot.Mc-
Carthy walked "p-*ittt""t 

greeting and resumed the conver-

sation midthought'"

Brod says that McCarthy's sense of sequential and durational

behavior is becoming more commonplace arnong computer peo-

ple who "relate to Jttt"tt entilely in terms of information ex-

change," with UttL t"t-a for traditional codes of civility't3 The
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kind of behavior McCarthy exhibited with his coworker is not
dissimilar to the way many computer experts interface with their
machine.

The following account of both the "wait state" and ,,time-shar-

ing" provides some insight into the way McCarthy and others
handle sequences and durations. In computer jargon the ,,wait

state" refers to the time when the central processor is performing
no useful work. It is neither receiving data nor transmitting it,
but simply "idling," waiting for a new assignment. Computer
experts loathe the very idea ofidleness and therefore arrange to
have the processor "work on several programs at a time, giving
a split-second's exclusive attention to each, depending upon its
needs."r4 The technique is called "time-sharing":

When one program runs temporarily out of data or requires
a response from a human operator at a keyboard, the proces-
sor does not wait for the potentially slow reply. After all, the
ten seconds a human operator may consume in responding
represents millions of additions for even a minicomputer. In_
stead, it goes on to the next program and periodically returns
to the first one to see whether there is now more work to be
done.ls

McCarthy utilized the concept of wait time and shared time
with his coworker, suspending his "interface" for forry-eight hours
to allow his respondent time to process the new information. He
then returned to the exact place he had broken off contact to
retrieve and process the new information that had been collected
in the interim. In this way, time was used in the most economical
manner possible, with no time lost in the exchange process.

As people do more and more of their daily business by com-
puter, the amount of face-to-face interaction is radically reduced
and the pace of social activity is greatly speeded up. The result,
says Geoff Simons in Silicon Shoch, is that "we are seeing the
gradual destruction of human-to-human contact, the elimination
of traditional social intercourse, the projection of a new model
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and not-so-veiled threats of loss of employment, many workers
remain anxious, unreceptive, and unconvinced of the computer's
blessings. They find it diffrcult to integmte the computer into
their lives or, more accurately, to integrate their lives into the
computer.

As was true in the early days of the industrial revolution, em-
ployers and public officials are again turning their attention to
educating children, realizing that their hopes for an effective
work force rest with the next generation. Computer teaching is
being introduced into the nation's school system with missionary
zeal. In 1980 only a smattering of elementary and secondary
schools were equipped with computers and computer curric-
ula. By 1990, virtually every school in the country is expected
to be outfitted with the new technology. The entire educational
system is being revamped to accommodate this newest technol-
ogy. The long-term impact on the way children learn and think,
say educators, will be truly revolutionary.

The first children of the computer age will soon provide the
information society with a willing and eager work force, a labor
pool that will have grown up with the computer and understands
its tongue as their first language. For these workers of the twenty-
first century, the computer will not be an unwanted appendage.
Rather, it will be a necessary and vital component of their lives.
These workers will have successfully integrated themselves into
the time world of computers and programs, so much so that the
new time frame will go unquestioned. It will appear as natural
for them as the clock and schedule culture is today.

Aware of the great potential of the school system as both a
market in which to sell and as a training ground for recruiting
the next generation of workers, information technology corpo-
rations have invested vast funds into the development of edu-
cational software. Jerry Mander of the Public Media center explains
the effect of this development:

When they [corporations] can. . . provide the computer pro-
grams that every kid interacts with, especially in the absence
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fuses with an artificial set of sequences, durations, rhythms, and
synchronized activities and patterns. As Daly points out, there
a^re "no smells or tastes, no winds or bird song, no connection
with soil, water, sunlight, warmth, no real 

""oiogy. 
. ."zr All of

the environmental cues so essential in the formulation of every-
day temporal skills are completely absent.

Harriet cuffaro offers another inustration of the different sense
of temporal entrainment that ensues in computer leaming, as
opposed to experiential leaming in a nonsimulated environrient.
She uses the example of parking a car. If a child uses blocks as
play pieces to park a car, his or her temporal skills will develop
quite differently than if the chird uses computer symbols. witr,
the blocks, "the child's eye-hand coordination must arso contend
with the qualitative, with the texture of the surface on which the
car is moved, and with the fit between garage opening and car
width."22 cuffaro points out that "such compledties do not exist
on two-dimensional screens."23 parking a car on the computer
screen is pure action in a vacuum, "motion without context. . . .,'
Missing from the child-screen interface are the ,,full-bodied
movements characteristic of young children as they interact di-
rectly with the environment."2a It is these full-bodied movements
interacting with other phenomena in the life-size real world that
have traditionally shaped the temporal skills of children.

In the past, symbolic learning, or abstract learning, has always
figured prominently in chird rearing. what is different with the
emergence of the new computer technology is that the symbolic
has now been animated, giving the appearance of reality. Com_
puter learning-with its reriance on simulated nature, electronic
birds and flowers rather than the real thing_is beginning to
precede experiential learning and is becoming a substitute for it.

Children who have been immersed in the time world of the
c'mputer are often unable to readjust to the slower-paced time
world of clock culture. Nowhere is this more apparent than when
it comes to learning how to reflect, one of the essentiar time skirs
taught in the clock culture. Reflection is too slow and confining,
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from the time dimension of the natural order, preferring instead
to live within the artificial time frame of the silicon chip. Jerry
Mander captures the enormity of the loss for future generations:
"Nature barely moves at all" in comparison to the computer time
world. "It takes an extreme degree of calm to perceive things
happening in nature, and I suspect we may be producing a gen-
eration of people too sped-up to attune themselves to slower nat-
uml rhYthms."zz

This greatly accelerated time orientation is going to profoundly
affect every aspect of our culture in the coming century. For tens
of thousands of years the human species maintained an organic
bond with the pulse of the natural world. While even the earliest
societies attempted to impose a social sense of time on top of the
biotic and astronomical time frames that order the world and
the universe, the human family has never strayed very far from
the periodicities of nature or cosmos.

Until the modern era, every concept of time acknowledged an
intimate relationship between the rhythms of social life and the
rhythms of the earth's ecosystems. Our ancestors relied on the
important temporal events in nature, paying close attention to
the changing seasons and the changing constellation of stars in
the heavens. Human beings marked time by reference to natural
phenomena: the time of the rooster crowing, the time of the
passing sun, the time of the phases of the moon, the time of the
incoming and outgoing tides, the time of the snake shedding its
skin, the time the sap mns in the trees, the time the bees take
t0 nectar, the time the birds migrate to far-off places, and the
time they retum.

While our biological life remains set to the unchanging rhythms
of the natural world, our social life has become more and more
acclimated to the nanosecond time frame of the computer. The
ever-widening schism between natural time and social time is
setting the stage for a dramatic conflontation over temporal choices
and priorities in the years ahead. To better understand the ele-
ments of this emerging conflict, it is essential that we turn our

.27
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